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Loves of an Anarchist
“Emma Goldman and the Tragedy of Modern Love” by Rochelle Gurstein, in Salmagundi

(Summer–Fall 2002), Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, N.Y. 12866.

Anarchist Emma Goldman didn’t leave
many of the great issues of her day untouched.
She was an impassioned crusader for labor
and revolution and an unabashed advocate of
“free love” who wrote openly of her erotic
yearnings and numerous love affairs. That
openness was too much for the feminists of

her day, but it was catnip to their successors in
the 1960s and 1970s. To them, Goldman
seemed a feminist foremother.

As feminist scholars began to delve into
Goldman’s life (1869–1940), however, doubts
soon set in, and the reasons are revealing, says
Gurstein, the author of The Repeal of Reticence

(1996). The change of heart
began with a 1984 biography by
leading Goldman authority
Candace Falk, Love, Anarchy,
and Emma Goldman. Drawing
on a newly discovered trove of
Goldman’s passionate letters to
her longtime lover, Ben Reit-
man, Falk found a tumultuous
“secret” life that was hard to
square with the standards of late-
20th-century feminism. The letters
revealed a woman who was full of
jealous rage at her lover’s ram-
pant promiscuity and also
seemed willing at times to aban-
don all of her political commit-
ments for the sexual ecstasy she
found in Reitman’s arms. 

To latter-day feminists, this
discovery was a terrible disap-
pointment, revealing a woman
who was willing to endure
great humiliation and who
expressed her love for Reitman
in words that were dismayingly
“romantic, almost melodra-
matic,” as Falk put it. But

repaid, Rogoff says, but the repayments “nor-
mally spike only after the crisis has passed.”
If IMF loans were never repaid, there would
eventually be no funds to provide to devel-
oping countries—unless the industrialized
countries were willing to replenish the
IMF’s coffers continually.

Critics also accuse the IMF of pushing
countries to raise domestic interest rates and
tighten their budgets during recessions, the

precise opposite of Keynesian policies to
stimulate the economy. The IMF does
encourage the Keynesian approach “where
feasible,” Rogoff counters, but it isn’t feasible
with “most emerging markets,” which find it
very difficult to borrow during a downturn.
The IMF “can only do so much for countries
that don’t [build] up surpluses during boom
times—such as Argentina in the 1990s—to
leave room for deficits during downturns.”

Emma Goldman, shown here in a 1906 photograph, was both true
to her principles and passionate about her lover, Ben Reitman.
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The IQ Obstacle
“IQ and Income Inequality in a Sample of Sibling Pairs from Advantaged Family Backgrounds”

by Charles Murray, in The American Economic Review (May 2002),
2014 Broadway, Ste. 303, Nashville, Tenn. 37203.

How much more egalitarian would
America be if every child grew up in an
intact two-parent family, free of the modern-

day plagues of illegitimacy, poverty, and
divorce? Not that much, claims Murray, a fel-
low at the American Enterprise Institute and

What Drives Wives to Murder?
“Until Death Do You Part: The Effects of Unilateral Divorce on Spousal Homicides”

by Thomas S. Dee, in Economic Inquiry (Jan. 2003), Texas A&M Univ.,
Dept. of Economics, College Station, Texas 77843–4228.

Between the late 1960s and the mid
1970s, a majority of states changed their
divorce laws so that one spouse could end a
marriage despite the other’s objections. The
intent, in part, was to let women with violently
abusive husbands escape their domestic pris-
ons. But the reforms, argues Dee, an econo-
mist at Swarthmore College, had a perverse
result: Some wives whose husbands wanted
to leave them—and now could—became so
desperate to avoid divorce and the conse-
quent economic hardship that they resorted
to homicide.

Between 1968 and 1978, an average of 17
men (and 19 women) died at the hands of
their spouses in each of the 50 states and the
District of Columbia. Nearly 42 percent of the
murders took place when “unilateral”
divorces were allowed. When other possible
influences, such as the unemployment rate,
are taken into account, Dee finds that the

introduction of unilateral divorce had “no
detectable effect” on the level of lethal vio-
lence by husbands. But it boosted by 21 per-
cent the incidence of wifely homicides, and
the slayings were concentrated in states
where laws on the distribution of marital
property do not favor wives.

Do the findings mean that making
divorce more restrictive would save some
men’s lives? Not necessarily. Women today
may have adjusted to “the new realities of the
weakened marriage contract,” Dee specu-
lates, and taken steps to ensure that divorce
would not leave them economically bereft. So
they have less reason to resort to murder.
Even so, he suggests, “a stronger marriage con-
tract” could enhance women’s bargaining
power within marriage and help them
obtain, when necessary, adequately gener-
ous divorce settlements. And that, he notes,
would benefit their children as well.

Gurstein argues that the modern feminist
conviction that “the personal is political”
leads these writers astray. They fail “to real-
ize that the impassioned words that one
utters to a lover in private to make a partic-
ular impression are an entirely different
thing from a considered statement of one’s
political commitment.” In fact, Goldman
never did sacrifice her principles for
Reitman: “She went to prison, was deport-
ed . . . spoke the truth about the brutality of
Soviet Russia, and was a pariah among her
former comrades for the rest of her life.”

The tormented love letters, Gurstein says,
shouldn’t have led biographers to ask what’s
wrong with Emma Goldman, but what’s
wrong with the ideal of free love. 

For all of her outspokenness, Goldman
never spoke publicly about her innermost
agonies and yearnings. She retained, in
other words, a sense of privacy and intimacy.
That her private feelings now seem merely
clichéd and incomprehensible to contem-
porary critics, Gurstein says, is a measure of
how much our appreciation of the private
and the intimate has shrunk.


